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Forensic MedicineForensic Medicine
‘Living and Dead’‘Living and Dead’

Jason PayneJason Payne--JamesJames

What is forensic medicine?What is forensic medicine?

�� Forensic Forensic –– ‘of or pertaining to the law’ ‘of or pertaining to the law’ 
–– Forensic pathologyForensic pathology
–– Forensic physiciansForensic physicians

�� ‘Legal medicine’‘Legal medicine’
�� Terms used interchangeably throughout the worldTerms used interchangeably throughout the world
�� Interaction with other science specialtiesInteraction with other science specialties
�� Interaction with other bodies/organisationsInteraction with other bodies/organisations

Clinical forensic medicineClinical forensic medicine

�� Prisoner examinationsPrisoner examinations
–– Prisoner and alleged victim examinationsPrisoner and alleged victim examinations

�� If sufficient trainingIf sufficient training
–– Adult complainants of serious sexual assaultAdult complainants of serious sexual assault
–– Alleged perpetratorsAlleged perpetrators
–– Child victims of neglect, physical or sexual abuseChild victims of neglect, physical or sexual abuse
–– Mental health assessmentsMental health assessments

�� Expert opinionsExpert opinions
�� Refugee and asylum medicineRefugee and asylum medicine
�� TortureTorture
�� Human rights issuesHuman rights issues

–– UKUK
–– InternationalInternational

�� Teaching, training and researchTeaching, training and research
–– UKUK
–– InternationalInternational

What can a forensic physician do?What can a forensic physician do?

�� With reference to police:With reference to police:
�� Fitness to detainFitness to detain
�� Fitness to interviewFitness to interview
�� Fitness to chargeFitness to charge
�� Fitness to releaseFitness to release

�� Mental health assessmentsMental health assessments
�� Traffic  offences Traffic  offences –– drink/drug drivingdrink/drug driving
�� Sudden deathsSudden deaths
�� Complainant (domestic, sexual, child, elder)Complainant (domestic, sexual, child, elder)
�� Suspect Suspect 
�� PolicePolice
�� ComplaintsComplaints
�� Prevention of Terrorism prisonersPrevention of Terrorism prisoners

Other roles where forensic skills neededOther roles where forensic skills needed
�� Sexual offence examinersSexual offence examiners
�� Child protectionChild protection
�� SafeguardingSafeguarding
�� Refugee assessmentsRefugee assessments
�� Torture assessmentTorture assessment
�� Consultants/advisersConsultants/advisers

–– eg Military Court Serviceeg Military Court Service
–– National Policing Improvement AgencyNational Policing Improvement Agency
–– coronerscoroners
–– Independent Police Complaints CommissionIndependent Police Complaints Commission
–– Her Majesty’s Revenue and CustomsHer Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

�� Expert opinions:Expert opinions:
–– defence and Crowndefence and Crown
–– civil issues civil issues 
–– professional standards and complaintsprofessional standards and complaints
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Criminal vs Civil Jurisdictions?Criminal vs Civil Jurisdictions?

�� Adversarial systemAdversarial system
�� Civil Civil –– live evidence uncommonlive evidence uncommon
�� Criminal Criminal –– live evidence commonlive evidence common

Approximate numbers of forensic casesApproximate numbers of forensic cases

�� Forensic pathologistsForensic pathologists
~ < 50~ < 50
~ 1800 homicides   2007 ~ 1800 homicides   2007 --20082008
~ 300,000 coroners autopsies (hospital pathologists)~ 300,000 coroners autopsies (hospital pathologists)

�� Forensic physicianForensic physician
~ 500~ 500--1000?1000?
~ 500,000 cases per annum~ 500,000 cases per annum
(~950,000 violence cases 2007(~950,000 violence cases 2007--8)8)
~ 16,000 cases of serious violence 2007~ 16,000 cases of serious violence 2007--88

Clinical forensic medicineClinical forensic medicine

�� A new discipline?A new discipline?

Forensic physiciansForensic physicians

�� A new medical specialty?A new medical specialty?

Independence of forensic physiciansIndependence of forensic physicians

�� A new concept?A new concept?
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EvidentialEvidential EvidentialEvidential

Daily themes which involve forensic medicineDaily themes which involve forensic medicine
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Roy BurnettRoy Burnett

�� Life sentence for rape 1985Life sentence for rape 1985
�� 1999 1999 –– released following Appealreleased following Appeal
�� Judge LJ Judge LJ -- ‘almost certainly was never involved’‘almost certainly was never involved’
�� Convicted on poor medical evidence, wrongly interpretedConvicted on poor medical evidence, wrongly interpreted
�� Not challenged by defenceNot challenged by defence
�� False accusationFalse accusation
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Purpose of appropriate assessmentsPurpose of appropriate assessments

‘As everybody who has anything to do with the law knows, ‘As everybody who has anything to do with the law knows, 
the path of law is strewn with examples of open and shut the path of law is strewn with examples of open and shut 

cases which, somehow, were not;  of unanswerable cases which, somehow, were not;  of unanswerable 
charges which, in the event, were completely answered;  charges which, in the event, were completely answered;  

of inexplicable conduct which was fully explained;  of of inexplicable conduct which was fully explained;  of 
fixed and unalterable determinations that, by discussion, fixed and unalterable determinations that, by discussion, 

suffered a change.’suffered a change.’

Megarry J  in John v Rees [1970] Ch 345, 402Megarry J  in John v Rees [1970] Ch 345, 402

Purpose of appropriate assessmentsPurpose of appropriate assessments

“Justice ‘according to law’ demands proper evidence. By “Justice ‘according to law’ demands proper evidence. By 
that we mean not merely evidence which might be true that we mean not merely evidence which might be true 

and to a considerable extent probably is true, but, as the and to a considerable extent probably is true, but, as the 
learned trial judge put it, “evidence which is so convincing learned trial judge put it, “evidence which is so convincing 

in truth and manifestly reliable that it reaches the in truth and manifestly reliable that it reaches the 
standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt.”standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt.”

Court of Appeal in Court of Appeal in R. v Steenson and others R. v Steenson and others [1986] NIJB17 [1986] NIJB17 –– Lord Lord 
Lowry LCJLowry LCJ

And quoted by Weir J in R v Sean HoeyAnd quoted by Weir J in R v Sean Hoey

Pros of Clinical Forensic MedicinePros of Clinical Forensic Medicine

�� Broad base of real clinical medicineBroad base of real clinical medicine
�� Great job satisfactionGreat job satisfaction
�� Huge range of caseloadHuge range of caseload
�� IndependenceIndependence
�� Interaction with clients, lawyers, police and other Interaction with clients, lawyers, police and other 

healthcare professionalshealthcare professionals
�� Assisting in the proper administration of justice (criminal, Assisting in the proper administration of justice (criminal, 

asylum, civil, tribunals)asylum, civil, tribunals)

Any questions!Any questions!


